Overseas Malaysian votes count: you can help bring them in !
Help return ballots in time
The period to receive and return postal ballots will be between 5-19 November (only 14 days and
10 working days). To help get ballots back in time:
● Join - and encourage others to join - the Malaysia GE15
Overseas Postal Voting FAQ FB group. This will serve as a
one-stop hub for overseas Malaysians to connect, share
information and coordinate.
● Volunteer - or get volunteers - to help coordinate ballots
in your area, to take back ballots to Malaysia, to act as witness to
other overseas voters, or runners in Malaysia. Use the published
coordinators, ballot runners and flyers spreadsheets to contact
volunteers.
● If you are coordinating ballot returns your area, possible options are
o

Flying ballots back: Use the above published flyers spreadsheet to connect with
those flying back or voters in your area.

o

Sending back by courier ballots which arrive sufficiently early: Identify the most
timely and cost-effective option to send ballots back by post from your location and
share the information with your network. Consider bulk sending of ballots to share
costs.

o

GB is coordinating with initiatives which will handle logistics on the ground in
Malaysia to get overseas ballots to local constituencies e.g. from KLIA or a
sorting/distribution centre - more details to come.

● If you are connecting potential witnesses with voters, fill in the spreadsheet. Witnesses have
to be Malaysians over 18, and can be family members. They will need to witness you
signing and provide their Malaysian IC numbers.

Spread the word!
● Help overseas Malaysians understand what they need to do to
vote - use the resources on the GB website/ FB page (FAQ
and information on postal voting)
● Share posts from Global Bersih’s FB/Twitter/Instagram/
TikTok accounts on your social media channels.
● Work with local Malaysia Club/associations/networks and
embassies to help coordinate and spread accurate information.
Alert embassies/associations if they are publishing inaccurate information.

